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EXPANDED PRODUCT OFFERINGS POSITION AMERICHEM AS
“YOUR COMPLETE COMPOSITES PARTNER”
CUYAHOGA FALLS, Ohio (October 5, 2017) – Americhem Inc., a global leader in the production of
color and additive solutions for polymeric building products, has expanded its line of offerings for
producers of composite decking and other composite products. The company’s composite offerings
are now summarized by the tagline “Your Complete Composites Partner.”

“Unlike other suppliers in the composites industry, Americhem has a full range of offerings to suit
any manufacturing process, end-product use and aesthetic preference,” said Mark Juve, business
director, extrusion for Americhem. “We deliver our products in a multitude of forms including
masterbatch, precolored capstock compounds, dry blends, additives, special effects and more.”

Americhem is now positioned to provide an expanded offering of world-class products and services
to the building products industry, including compounds based on enhanced PVC alloys, TPEs and
engineered polymer composites. This creates the opportunity to reshape and improve the customer
experience and innovation. The combined product lines, brands and expanded product categories
create one of the most extensive offerings in the industry.

“Most polymeric building products providers know Americhem for our masterbatch products,” Juve
continued. ”Now, with our partnerships and 75 years of product knowledge, we are able to create
new product categories, especially in the compound arena. For example, we are able to offer
enhanced PVC technologies to our customers thanks to Vi-Chem’s 35 years of PVC compound
experience.”

With the added products and technologies, customers can take advantage of Americhem innovations
no matter how their composite products are manufactured. The company’s track record of worldclass product development enables unique building products with the best performance attributes in
the field. This gives composites producers the ability to change the status quo, helping them deliver
real value and a fast track to a vital, competitive edge.

For more information on Americhem’s comprehensive line of composite products, visit
www.americhem.com/markets/building-construction or email Scott Blanchard at
sblanchard@americhem.com.

Share:
LinkedIn
Americhem expands its composite decking and other composite products for a full range of
offerings. http://bit.ly/2xZzBLn

Tweet the News
.@Americhem_Inc expands its composite decking and other composite products. http://bit.ly/2xZzBLn

About Americhem

Celebrating its 75th year, Americhem is a global organization that delivers custom color and additive
solutions for customers seeking superior performance and batch-to-batch consistency for their
polymer products. The company specializes in color and additive masterbatches, and single pigment
dispersions, all backed by complete technical support that ensures quality, reliability and value.
Americhem operates 10 manufacturing plants and also maintains a representative sales office in
Luxembourg and Mexico. Central Research & Development facilities and headquarters are located in
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. For more information visit Americhem.com or call 800.228.3476.
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